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Short Burst Writing Suspense
Look closely at the pictures and type what you see , try to use wow words , amazing vocabulary but stick
only to what is there - don't make it up !
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Picture 1

Ms Nash
Discarded chess pieces no longer playing

Freya  
Dusty , wooden and broken ches pieces 

Armaan
The mysterious dark destroyed room. The dirty appal ling chess
board. 

Will
Dusty, aged,splintered chess peices layed scattered on the board
as the  
antiqe globe towered above the chess peices.

Ancients , cracked and delicate chess
pieces

lucy
ancient , cobwebbed ,  broken globe 
the broken , old , useless chess pieces felt like a rough tree. 
the dusty , abandoned room smelled like old stinky socks. 

Amelia
abandoned , cracked  and forgotten 
 chess pieces shattered into millions of pieces  

eery and sombre atmosphere

Masih
cobwebs, dusty and broken chess pieces that were no longer
being used.

theo
the ancient, worn out and dusty bookcase stood their hopelessly
collecting dust day by day 

olivia
the dusty, abandoned and broken chessboard

mia
dusty, broken and old globe

peaches
dusty , ancient, broken chess peices layed in silence 
the brown abandoned globe sat there waiting for another spin
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luqman

ancient fragile chess pieces stoo

Ancient ,dusty 

kelston
the dusty ancient and broken chess pieces . 
the

Inaaya
Disused and abandoned the chess board was crying out to be
used once more

fragile, creeping cobweb

Aniyah 
Dusty and dirty cobwebs laying still in the dark. 
Ancient and battered chess pieces abandoned in the plain
silence

Ripped,old and worn out chairs 
Freya

Aditi
dusty, delicate and dirty chess pieces lay fragile on the board.
Melancholy cobwebs.

aemal
the ancient dusty globe laying there hopelessly  

delicate dusty dirty books waiting to be
picked up

mia
haunted , old, abandoned  room

dusty dirty wooden table

sad, lonely abandoned room

theo
the battered, and abandoned chess pieces lay there wishing they
would be used again while collecting dust day by day

Brianna
  
Dusty, doddery, depressed chess pieces unrecognisable to the
ones that played with them 

Freya 
An old, rusty and massave globe sat on the table as the wind
rushed around the room

melancholy, sombre atmosphere

diry dust wooden table

Ivan
Chess pieces not being used 

the old, rusty chess board sat there waiting to be used again .

kelston
the ancient forgoten chess pieces 

tangled, creeping vines

Old chess pieces left on a dusty table 

damp, musty, disused room

dark,dusty,old,dirty

the huge amount of dust could fill an ocean
Oliver C

dark and damp useless chess peices that no
one used anymore



Theo t
The globe long forgotten rotted away

the abandoned chess pieces no longer in checkmate

Picture 2

old dusty picture with very dark colours

The cold brown eyys kept staring
Rosie

theo
the priceless, ancient and delicate piece of art starring into the
distance as it would be never used again

The old dusty picture

The dust glistened in the sun as it wrapped itself around the
furniture. 

oliver
sun gleaming down on the old dusty chest 

the creepy painting hid behined the blinding summers sun  

The haunting painting watching me as if it were alive

The haunting painting watching me as if it were alive

dusty dirty picture

su

Ivan
Old, dusty picture gazing hoplessly ahead

Amelia

Theo t
The priceless piece of art slowly decayed as it had been
forgotten for many centuries  

delicate green dry plants crying out for
water

Armaan
The ancient dusty corrupt photo with a big green humongous
luminous leaves. 

Dull and delicate paintings left to never be seen again. 
Bright but faded light glistening through the dirt stained glass.

Freya 
The ancient,dusty and massave painting stood against the wall 

Amelia
sharp, cold eyes staring into the distance forgotten and sombre
after many centuries.

aemal

bright and blinding sun
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Will
The meloncholy eyes stared into the distance . What was it
looking at?

Aditi
Melancholy, dirty and eerie portraits lay on the wooden �oor

mia
dark misty eyes which never stop looking at you

lucy
the dusty , beautiful piece of art sat in the abandoned loft full of
dust.

Masih
mortifying, creepy, very suspicious statue staring like it was alive
and ready to attack at the right moment.

olivia
ancient,creepy, and dirty picture

luqman

the looming gloomy eyes kept on staring for centuries and
centuries

mia
melancholy, old painting

The sufficating green plant turning more
dead every secend

Zilpha
The shadow of a man who was once great was sitting in the
sunlight longing to see life again

kelston

Brianna
The ancient mysterious priceless sat there lonley  in the rising
dawn 

the portrate frozen in time glared at
enybody who deared to enter

rebecca

the old rusty

abandaned picture
the rust brown eyes glimored in the sunlight and the old ripped
up clothes were camo�aging in the background

Picture 3

The old dusty books discarded in the
ancient room
Zilpha

Advait
Old, dusty books, piled up on the bookshelf

max
old and dusty

old dusty books on the wodden shelf

Arthur
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old abandoned bookshelf 

peaches
the dust swayed across the room as silence layed

Ivan
Old books way past their best

theo
the worn out, battered bookcase while glaring out to the
depressing view

The haunting painting watching me as if it were alive

The books gave of dust like they haven`t
been touched for years
Rosie

Nikitha
The dark, dull and ancient books lying on the dusty book shelf 

Oliver C
The ancient books are haunted with the ghosts of the authors

book grave collects dust
  rebecca 

oliver
old dusty books waiting for someone to use them

dusty dark dull bookshelf

olivia
dusty, uneven books lying around alone and forgotton

amelia
delicate, time worn books placed in odd directions

Masih
dirty, not correctly placed, rusty books that look like there is a
secret lever in them.

Aditi
Dusty dark bookcase �lled with fragile pages of old memoirs

mia
horrid, dusty books covered in cobweb

lucy
the old dusty book case was collecting dust , never to be used
again.

Freya 
The ripped, old and unused books lay ontop of eachother on the
dusty and wooden bookshelf 

mia
suspicious, falling books

Will
The cobweb covered bookshelf looked sorrowful as the books
fell onto the rough hard wood

peaches
the books were as tilted as a fair ride

.

Inaaya
Old, dusty books just sat waiting to be �ngered again 

luqman the cobwebs hugged the books
keeping it away from people

Old and Dusty books scattered around the shelf.

Brianna
The mysterious mystical gloomy book there stood hiding its
secret 



Picture 4

emerald ivy creeps up the windows
rebecca 

Theo t
The vines creeping up the window

Zilpha
the ivy creeping up the window blocking the sunlight
submerging the room in darkness

Advait
The bright sunlight creeped through the window to brighten the
room.

Ivan
Ivy climbing up the tired window

theo H
the elegant green leaves crept up the window like they were
overtaking it and making it their own home

Ridaa
The bright sunlight still shining though the old, rusty window

dirty old chandelier

The vines climbed up the window like they
where trying to get some thing
Rosie

mia
twisting, brown trees blowing in the cold breese

Aditi
Creepy, clingy vines stick to the fragile window waiting to break.

lucy
the ancient , rusty window had ivy growing all over it.

Amaan Shah
The vines grew up the rusty window

Amaan Shah
The awaiting light hung there as the ivy grew taller and taller 

olivia
deep, green ivy, curling down from the roof

mia
an old , ugly light nearly falling off

Masih
an ancient looking window with unsuspecting light for the
house.

luqman
t

amelia
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emerald green vines stretching over the window blocking all the
light

Will
The green ivy enraveled on the window

Nikitha
The sun glistening through the window 

The forgotten cream chandelier dangled to its death

Armaan
The mystical , ancient dusty window .The corrupted ,unused
light bulb

Picture 5

Oliver C: the looming shadows haunt me

Shree
A derelict grandfather clock no longer ticking.

grandfarther clock tick tocks hipnotickley
rebecca

Zilpha
The old tired grandfather clock was sitting waiting for its next
user

the grand clock enc

Shree
The dust sparkled in the air waiting to be cleaned.

KEERTANA 
A rusty  globe near the spooky clock

The dirty walls creeping behind you

The grandfather clock counted the number of seconds left of the
world.

The unseable dusty globe

theo
as the old, wooden and dying clock stood their hopelessly never
to be heard again. ancient looking clock overlooked the room
depressingly  

Ivan
The old grandfather clock ticking pointlessly

Nikitha
The horrifying cob webs creeping up the walls. 
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peaches
the antique clock clicked as it clocked. Suddenly it was nine
o'clock.

dust dull creepy grandfahers clock

Aditi
The tall eerie and ancient Grandfather clock stood with great
pride.

lucy
the old , depressed grand father clock stood still , every hour
silently making its small dong

Masih
a shadow that couldn't be trusted as if it was going to haunt me
down. it was �abbergasting, not trusting and weird clock.

mia
a huge clock which is suprisingly still ticking

olivia
dusty, cobwebbed, crooked globe sitting bombarded with dirty
air

mia
rusty, broken tables

The giant,damaged and old clock stood underneath the tiny and
dusty cobweb  
Freya

Inaaya
The aincent once ticking grandfather clock waiting to dong
again 

kelston
The old

The 


